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The next tugboat for Russian 
Navy was launched on Shipyard 
“Pella”.
On June 7 Leningrad Shipyard “Pella” launched the next harbor 
tugboat of project 90600, built under order of Russian Navy. 

Azimuth tugboat  RB-391, building number 932, is the twelfth 
vessel of project 90600 fpr Russian Navy. Multifunctional vessel 
of this type have operated successfully for many years in the 
Northern Fleet and in the Black Sea Fleet and in the Baltic. On 
June 1, 2012 in Kronshtadt the flag-raising solemn ceremony took place on the tugboats RB-20 and RB-27, built in Open JSC 
“Leningrad Shipyard “Pella” for the Leningrad Navy base of Balthe Baltic Fleet. 
Yesterday from the Shipyard’s berth 2 tugboats of project 16609 “Delphin” (building No618) and “Kasatka” (building No 619) 
went to the North through inland waterways. These tugboats were accepted by the State Commission with a high score. Home 
port of the both vessels is Murmansk.

Launched vessel after finishing its yard state trials will be directed for the Auxiliary Fleet renovation. Altogether for Russian Navy 
Open JSC “Pella” has built 17 vessels of different assignment and types. Shipbuilders of “Pella” continue to fulfillment the order 
of Russian Navy for construction of vessels of different types. So, the contract for construction of 4 multifunction complex port 
service vessels of project SKPO-1000 (project 03180 for Russian Navy) with displacement of more than 2000 tons was signed. 
According to the contract the first two vessels are planned to be delivered to the customer in 2013, another two vessels are 
planned to be delivered in 2014. 
 
The tugboats of project 90600 are intended for harbor, coastal and offshore towing and berthing operations. The tugboat can 
participate the refloating of vessels, fire-fighting operations at floating and shore objects, oil and petroleum content products 
spill removal, cargo transportation and ice breaking and erosion operation.

Main technical data of the tugboat of project 90600:

displacement - 415 tones; 
length overall - 25,4 m; 
width overall - 8,8 m; 
depth max - 3,8 m 
speed - 12 knots; 
bollard pull – up to 35 t. 


